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Jason Isbell hailing from the heart of country soul, Muscle Shoals, AL, has in recent years 
risen to the top of the Americana echelon – thanks to a number of first-class releases and 
constant touring. Along the way he has been competing with his former band mates from the 
Drive-By Truckers, releasing their albums almost simultaneously. Here We Rest is 
Jason Isbell’s 3rd studio album , the second with his band, The 400 Unit – it marks the 
return to the Blue Rose label after a short term of abstinence. 
 

Immediately after leaving the Drive-By Truckers, Isbell – not even 30 then - released his solo 

debut Sirens Of The Ditch in the summer 0f 2007 on New West/Blue Rose. It turned out he 

had been working on the album on and off, on his own or with help from the DBT, since 

2004. For the subsequent extensive tour he assembled a band with friends from the Muscle 

Shoals, Sheffield and Florence scene. The core of this band has stuck together since then: 

Browan Lollar on guitar, Derry DeBorja on keys and Jimbo Hart on bass. In 2010 Chad 

Gamble took over the drum chair. Since releasing a Live EP in 2008 (Live At The Twist & 

Shout), the band has been named Jason Isbell & The 400 Unit which was also the title of 

their 2009 studio album on the Lightnin’ Rod indie label. 

And this is where all reference to the DBT must fall by the wayside. Jason Isbell & The 400 

Unit have become a tight-knit unit that has perfected and cultivated its deep southern 

country-soul Muscle Shoals sound in hundreds of shows and yet they’re still open for new 

influences. 

Tracklist 

1. Alabama Pines 

2. Go It Alone 

3. We've Met 

4. Codeine 

5. Stopping By 

6. Daisy Mae 

7. The Ballad Of Nobeard 

8. Never Could Believe 

9. Heart On A String 

10. Save It For Sunday 

11. Tour Of Duty 
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